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exports['default'];Stepwise assay of water soluble constituents in a sample by employing a multistep enzyme reaction and a biochemical analysis. We have developed a stepwise assay of water soluble constituents in a sample by employing a multistep enzyme reaction and a biochemical analysis. The assay was based on an assumption that, if a
specific enzyme reaction is carried out at each step of the assay, a desired objective substance in a sample can be measured with a high level of reliability. We have developed a kit for a stepwise assay of water soluble constituents in a sample. The assay consists of a multistep enzyme reaction and a biochemical analysis. The two steps of the assay
are (1) a reaction of an aminophenylmercuric acetate compound with a sample containing a reducing sugar, and (2) a specific colorimetric determination of glucose in the solution by reacting the acetate compound with a newly developed colorimetric reagent. The absorbance of the colorimetric reagent is measured at 570 nm in an appropriate
medium. A standard curve of glucose is obtained by each analysis of the standard solutions of glucose at concentrations of 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 20, and 30 mg/dl. Glucose in a sample is measured on the basis of the standard curve. By the use of the assay, a
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[ 2018-03-13 | 1:09 ] - alek [ 2018-03-13 | 1:09 ] - Romain @blue_pupils sorry I didn't go to your lecture but it looks interesting. I hope we can continue discussing on that later, thanks! [ 2018-03-13 | 1:08 ] - alfonsodf Awesome stuff! [ 2018-03-13 | 1:06 ] - alfonsodf Thanks for the link! [ 2018-03-13 | 1:05 ] - alfonsodf Cool project! [
2018-03-13 | 1:04 ] - Romain There's also Planet w/wand from Wizardry 7 which could be the basis for a Zelda game (which would make me so happy). [ 2018-03-13 | 1:04 ] - Romain I really like the ideas presented in this article, and I think they are really interesting. I just don't like how old they are (I think that the start of Web 2.0 has not
reached the roots of this article). [ 2018-03-13 | 1:04 ] - Romain I think that all examples here could be done in a more modern way, with new technologies like IoT, Machine Learning, Data Science... [ 2018-03-13 | 1:04 ] - Romain Awesome article! [ 2018-03-13 | 1:03 ] - alfonsodf Can't help but notice that it's really focused on nerds. [
2018-03-13 | 1:03 ] - alfonsodf Sounds like my mom :P [ 2018-03-13 | 1:02 ] - alfonsodf If I'm reading correctly, the last point is that the more data you have available to analyze, the better the results you can get out of it. [ 2018-03-13 | 1:02 ] - alfonsodf Hey! [ 2018-03-13 | 1:02 ] - alfonsodf I'd be interested in learning about your online courses
(if you have them). Would you be able to give me more details? [ 2018-03-13 | 1:02 ] 2d92ce491b
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